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Objection to the Narrabri Gas Project (NGP) 
and comment on draft conditions B30-33 Compensatory Water 

Marylou Potts Pty Ltd (MLPPL), an incorporated legal practice, objects to the Narrabri Gas Project on the 
basis of the issues raised in this objection including in the attached mindmap  and seeks that the IPC reject 1

the project.

MLPPL has acted for landholders in NSW, QLD and the NT who have mining and petroleum title holders 
seeking access to their land since early 2011 and wishes to impress upon the Commissioners of the IPC the 
very significant negative long term social, environmental and economic impact CSG projects have upon 
landholders, their land and their businesses. Landholders should be no worse off as a consequence of these 
projects, yet they are very significantly worse off. 

A review of the NSW DPIE Executive Summary recommending the NGP is indicative of inconsistency , 2

active ignorance  and or misrepresentation  and making a recommendation based on factors which are not 3 4

included in the recommended project approval conditions  in relation to the environmental, economic and 5

social impact of the project.  

 As a PDF if magnified to 400% one can manoeuvre around in the doc1

 Inconsistency of DPIE decision making, as the DPIE in 2019 recommended against the Hume Coal Project 2

because it had no approval for access to market. Yet here it recommends approval of the project subject to 
access to market but after the most environmentally damaging phase 1 has occurred. As such we may get 
irremediable damage and no access to market. 

 Active ignorance or misrepresentation: Gas prices in NSW have increased with increases in production in 3

Australia. This is common knowledge. The issue is not supply, it is price. Santos does not guarantee price 
even at international spot price levels. Narrabri gas is high cost gas [see Bruce Robertson submission.]

 Misrepresentation by omission and we note there is no condition that Santos not drill exploration wells at 4

250m apart in the critical recharge zone of the GAB. In fact, there is no mention of the critical recharge zone 
of the GAB and no protection of it in the conditions. 

 Disingenuous as significant statements are made in the recommendation as the foundation for the basis for 5

recommending the project as approvable which are not contained in the draft conditions. For example there 
is no condition that all the gas must be supplied to the NSW market. There is no condition that such gas 
must be supplied at cheap prices. There is no condition that Santos agrees not to extend the project beyond 
the Pilliga.
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A review of NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment draft Compensatory Water Supply 
conditions at B30-B33 fails to recognise the possibility of very significant water disputes being run through 
the Secretary and the Department  until and after 2045  at significant and unreimbursed cost to landholders. 6 7

As a general observation, we see compensatory water conditions to be problematic in the least, and should 
not be used to enable project consent. 

Narrabri Gas Project draft conditions are worse than Ulan and Wallarah 2 conditions 

It is noted that draft Conditions B30-33 are in worse terms than its equivalent in the Wallarah 2 and the Ulan 
Project . In the Wallarah 2 and Ulan Compensatory Water condition, interim water is to be provided within 24 8

hours of the loss. Provision of water may be required immediately for the landholder to save stock or to 
irrigate.  The Santos draft condition to provide water “as soon as practicable” does not require Santos to take 
every possible step that could be taken . A loose and vague obligation open to abuse upon landholders. 9

Further, it will be in Santos’ interests to ensure these disputes are not resolved quickly causing additional 
ongoing burden to landholders.

The draft condition requires that the impact on the landholder’s water supply has to be proved to be 
“adversely and directly caused by the Project”. The equivalent Ulan condition does not require the cause to 
be “direct”, meaning the cause can be both direct and indirect. This significant limitation will likely result in 
much dispute. We recommend the deletion of the words “and directly”. 

The clause also places a very significant costs burden on landholders. Any loss will require evidence, likely 
expert evidence to convince Santos and the Secretary, and argument. This costs burden, so long as 
reasonable, should be covered by Santos, as and when it is incurred. 

General comments and recommendations on draft conditions B30-33

- Insert a condition that Santos must have sufficient water licenses available to supply water for all adversely 
impacted landholders before commencing Phase 1. It is unclear to me whether Recommended Conditions 
ensure water licensing includes water for make good to impacted landholders. 

- Insert a condition of the Development Consent that Santos must have the capability, throughout the term of 
the impact, to carry out all the potential Compensatory Water Measures for impacted landholders.

- The cause of the adverse impact should cover both direct and indirect adverse impact, as in Ulan mod 3. 
The paramètres of what evidence covers “caused by the Project” need to be clearly set out.

- Interim Water Supply must be provided within 24 hours of identification of the loss not as “soon as 
practicable” as this puts a landholder at the mercy of Santos’ discretion of what is practicable. 

- Insert a condition that the “landholder and the environment should be no worse off as a consequence of the 
Project”. 

 Experience to date in dealing with the Department in relation to water loss allegedly caused by mining, has 6

resulted in an unresolved 18 month dispute, where the landholder now has only 25% of their former water 
supply and the Department has failed to consider the landholders’ peer review which provides a perfectly 
reasonable explanation of the loss caused by the mine. 

 We note the failure of 122 water bores in SE QLD and the likely failure of a further 571 water bores in QLD7

 MOD 3 Determination The Proponent shall provide a compensatory water supply to any owner of privately-owned land 8

whose supply is adversely impacted (other than an impact that is negligible) as a result of the project, in consultation with 
DPI Water, and to the satisfaction of the Secretary. 
 

 Baiada Poultry Pty Ltd v R [2012] HCA 14 the meaning of “reasonably practicable”9
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- Amend the compensation condition to ensure it is the landholder’s choice, not the proponent’s, to choose 
compensation, and the interim supply is to be provided until the compensation is agreed. This is ripe for 
dispute, particularly given the discrepancy on what each party considers to be sufficient “make good”.

- The costs burden on the landholder will be considerable. All related reasonable costs: legal, landholder, 
experts, for proof of causation, adverse impact, baseline assessment, monitoring, determination of 
measures, disputes, compensation must be borne, on presentation of invoice, by Santos. Any dispute as to 
costs goes to Costs Assessment at the Supreme Court as though it was an order of the court. Otherwise 
there is an unacceptable costs burden on landholders.

- Access to the security for landholders adversely impacts, should be made, via the Secretary, for purchase 
of compensatory water, as a minimum, if Santos surrenders the development consent, goes into voluntary 
liquidation or fails to provide interim water supply within 24 hours of loss, or, discontinues interim water 
supply without compensatory water measures in place or discontinues or fails to provide adequate 
compensatory water measures. 

- The “make good” obligation should be a condition of the Petroleum Production Lease. The security deposit 
should be sufficient to cover the risk of the need to supply the equivalent quality and volume of water to 
adversely impacted landholders on a per annum basis and held until the adverse impact has been 
resolved. Alternatively, the Secretary be given the power to demand access to Santos’ water licence water 
to provide make good water to landholders. We recommend the security be in place before 
commencement of Project Phase 1 and be available immediately upon breach by Santos of Condition 
B30-33 or a water supply term of a compensatory water agreement, that is available by showing loss to the 
Secretary.

- There is a clear discrepancy in what is interpreted as “make good” between the proponent and the 
landholder. The proponent considers “make good” to be satisfied if the bore is deepened, the pump 
increased, a new dam or a new bore constructed. The landholder considers make good to mean the supply 
of the equivalent quality and quantity of water. Deepening a bore or sinking a new bore will not necessarily 
supply equivalent quality and quantity of water and in perpetuity.
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 Narrabri Gas Project

 Environmental Planning and 
 Assessment Act s.4.15 Determination of 
 development application      

 (1) In determining the development 
 application a consent authority must take into 
 consideration such of the following matters as 
 are of relevance to the development

 (a)(i) Environmental Planning instruments  Mining SEPP
 Cl.12 Before determining an applicaton ... the 
 consent authority must:

 (a) consider

 (i) the existing uses and approved uses of the 
 land in the vicinity of the development

 Pilliga State Forest

 Critical recharge zone of the Great Artesian 
 Basin

 Adjoining grazing and cropping land

 (ii) whether or not the development is likely to 
 have an significant impact on the uses that ... 
 are likely to be the preferred uses of the land 
 in the vicinity of the development

 Significant biodiversity impacts on the Pilliga 
 Forest  See David Paul's submission

 Significant impact on the critical recharge 
 zone of the GAB. 

 Significant water use and depriving flora and 
 fauna of forest of critical water supplies and 
 users of the GAB of water head pressure at 
 bores

 See Dr Robert Banks submission

 Mr David Chadwick's submission

 Flaring in forest creating significant fire risk  See Greg Mullins submission

 (iii) any ways in which the development may 
 be incompatible with any of the existing, 
 approved or likely preferred uses; and

 Fire risk is incompatible with existing use as a 
 forest

 CSG industrialization of the forest, with roads, 
 pipes (water and gas), significant truck and 
 vehicle movements, generators, flares, noise, 
 light and dust impact is incompatible with 
 existing use as a state forest

 Significant irremedial impact on aboriginal 
 cultural heritage in the Pilliga

 Significant irremedial impact on the integrity 
 of the GAB

 (b) evaluate and compare the respective 
 public benefits of the development and the 
 land uses referred to in paragraph (a)(i) and (
 ii); and  I see no public benefit of the project

 It will create less jobs  See ACIL report

 it will create more GHGs resulting in increased 
 risk of climate change - both from the CH4 
 and CO2 gas produced and fugitive emissions

 See Tim Forcey submission

 Dr Andrew Grogan

 It will create a boom bust ecomony for 
 Narrabri - see the significant social impacts 
 from the CSG industry in South East 
 Queensland  See Australia Institute submission

 It already has and will continune to create 
 significant social impact, dividing the 
 community

 Note the 23,000 submissions, 98% of which 
 were objections to the project. Of the oral 
 submissions to the IPC, of the 6 hours I 
 listened to, all except 1 were objections to the 
 project. 

 John Tough submission objecting

 Dayne Pratzky submission - they destroyed 
 southern queensland

 Gas prices in Australia have increased 3fold 
 since 2015 LNG export. Australia now largest 
 gas exporter, and we have gas prices 2x the 
 international spot price  See Bruce Robertson IEEFA submission

 The is no written guarantee from Santos that it 
 will provide the gas at international spot 
 prices  And no condition requiring low gas price

 The is no written guarantee from Santos that 
 the gas will be supplied into the NSW market  And no condition requiring it

 There is no written guarantee from Santos that 
 it will retain the project within the Pilliga Forest  And no condition requiring it

 It will destroy the integrity of the GAB and the 
 critical recharge zones of the GAB with 
 perpetual groundwater impacts for the $15BN 
 agricultural industry in NW NSW

 See submission of Prof Matthew Currell 

 Prof Ingraffea - all wells leak, the geology not 
 stable, faulting not properly documented, 
 groundwater model not sufficiently robust, no 
 information on where the 850 wells will be 
 drilled, Santos could intensively drill in the 
 critical recharge zone, 

 It will result in the creation of significant 
 produced water ponds which have already 
 resulted in over 20 toxic spills and 
 interconnectivity of shallow and deeper 
 aquifers with contaminated water

 See submission of John Tough spills from 
 ponds which he observed

 Inability to rehabilitate contaminated areas. 
 Already the 2011 spill of alleged 10,000L has 
 been unsuccessfully rehabilitated and over $
 20m spent 9 years later. 

 It will result in the creation of significant 
 amounts of salt for which there is no disposal 
 solution acceptable to the surrounding 
 disposal venues

 AEMO says batteries will be cheaper and 
 cleaner than new gas plants

     

 (c) evaluate any measures proposed by the 
 applicant to avoid or minimise any 
 incompatibility

 All the damage to the GAB will be done in 
 Phase 1 when the wells are drilled

 Competition for water on the water trading 
 market means rural agricultural producers 
 cannot compete

 No solution for the flaring

 No solution for the salt

 Insufficiently robust water model

 No solution for the impact on aboriginal 
 cultural heritage

 No solution for the loss of dark night sky 
 essential for the Siding Spring Conservatory

 No solution for the very significant lack of 
 social licence

 coal seam gas free survey across millions of 
 hectares in the NW NSW 97% against CSG 
 and associated infrastructure un the NW NSW

 No solution for the significant negative social 
 impact which will increase very substantially if 
 the project is approved

 No solution for the increased climate change 
 impact

 (1)(b) the likely impacts of that development, 
 including environmental impacts on both the 
 natural and built environments, and social and 
 economic impacts in the locality

 Climate change impact  See submission of Prof Penny Sackett

 Negative economic impact
 See the submission of the Australia Institute 
 and IEEFA

 Negative social impact

 Way of life

 Destruction of aboriginal cultural heritage will 
 impact negatively on the indigenous 
 community way of life. 

 The threat of the NGP over the last decade 
 has resulted in reduced investment in rural/
 agriculture due to fear of stranded assets if 
 loss of water 

 Community  Irreparable loss of aboriginal cultural heritage

 access to an use of infrastructure

 Santos has already taken hold of public roads 
 in the Pilliga and prevented public access 
 along these roads

 See Justin Field MP's facebook page video 
 during the IPC public hearing where Santos 
 prevented access to Pilliga along public roads

 Loss of access to the forest, as forest without 
 noise of flares, compressor stations, traffic, 
 drilling etc

 culture

 health and welbeing

 Negative health impacts on workers shown by 
 field studies undertaken in QLD - cancer 
 clusters, respiratory and skin impacts, 

 See submission of Dr Hannabeth Luke of 
 Southern Cross University

 surroundings  Higher levels of CH4 , highly flammable
 See Dr Santos Southern Cross University 
 report SE QLD 2013?

 personal and property rights

 decision making systems

 fears and aspirations

 (1)(c) the suitability of the site for the 
 development

 A state forest is not a suitable site for CSG 
 industry particularly in relation to the fire risk, 
 risk to water

 (1)(d) any submissions made in accordance 
 with this Act or the regulations

 (e) the public interest

 Precautionary principle
 See Mr Robert White Barrister public hearing 
 submission

 intergenerational equity

 See numerous submissions of public on 
 concern for climate change and impact on 
 intergenerational equity
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